From the
editor’s desk ...
Businesses come in all shapes and sizes, forms and functions. But at their core they are
typically trying to do two things — solve a problem or contribute to their surrounding community. And sometimes, it’s both.
I recently had a chance to sit down with Sue Oliver, who created Barn-Livin’ LLC while at
a crossroads in her life. With her two children all grown up, the single mother needed a
home that was more fitting for her life moving forward. And, although her budget was limited, she didn’t want to compromise.
Now, more than a dozen of her “green homes for blue collars” have sprung up around the
area, with several other projects in the works for the year ahead. Sue’s proud of what she’s
been able to accomplish so far, but says there have been plenty of challenges along the way
— mainly because what she is doing is different.
As Sue says, change can be hard for people. It’s tough to venture into the unknown and
forge your own path, and to convince others to go along with you, but that’s what the great
business leaders of America have always done. When there have been challenges, these
leaders have thought outside of the box to meet them head on.
Take noted entrepreneur Gary Vaynerchuk, for example. After taking over day-to-day
operations of his father’s New Jersey liquor store right out of college, Gary rebranded it to
Wine Library, started marketing and selling online, and and launched a wine-based webcast to support the whole venture. The business grew from $3 million to $60 million per
year.
Locally, Robert Tomlinson hopes to leverage various partnerships, including with The
Daily Review, to expand the appeal of his local playing card company, The Barclay Mountain Co., and show youngsters that they don’t have to move out of Bradford County to be a
success.
Having had the chance to sit down with Robert about his latest venture —the third History of Bradford County deck — it’s easy to see that his passion for art is equal to, or perhaps
surpassed, by his passion for his home town. He wants people to know Bradford County
and to see it thrive. Noting that several population centers are within a six hour drive of
the county’s borders, and the partnerships he’s forging with papers such as The Daily
Review, Robert only sees better things ahead.
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Pictured from the balcony is the open concept living room (above) and bedroom area (below) in the Barn-Livin’ model home.

Energy efficient
program working
with builders to
bring the
savings home
Editor-in-Chief

Nestled in the woods just north of the
New York-Pennsylvania line in the Town
of Ashland sits a home that is a model of
energy efficient building practices.
Sue Oliver built it 12 years ago when
she was at a crossroads in life. The single
mother’s two children were grown and
she needed a home that would fit just her.

... Continued on page 4
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Pictured is the kitchen of the Barn-Livin’ model home.
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“I decided to build something very economical as
opposed to buying something and putting $20,000,
$30,000, $40,000 into it and still not have it the way I want
it, and not energy efficient,” she said.
In 2008, that rustic eco-barn home along Sufferin Hill
Road became the center of operations for Barn-Livin’
LLC, which touts itself as building “Green Homes for
Blue Collars.”
Barn-Livin’ is also part of FirstEnergy’s Pennsylvania utilities’ Energy Efficient New Homes Program,
which provides rebates for builders that can demonstrate energy savings.
According to Program Manager Mike Arblaster, the
program – which was formed from Pennsylvania Act
129 in 2009 – has enrolled 34 builders and 24 HERS (home
energy rating system) raters from First Energy’s service
area since its third phase began on June 1, 2016. It provides an average rebate of $750.
“The best part is how the owner of the home reduces
their average monthly expenses,” said Arblaster. “The
builder benefits because they get to work with an added
layer of technical expertise related to the building science and construction of the home. …The result is a
more energy efficient home that uses less energy and
has lower utility bills and, ultimately, are more comfortable homes to live in.”
More than a dozen Barn-Livin’ homes have popped up
around the region during the past decade, including one
that Oliver can see right from her living room window
and another less than a mile away along state Route 14
in South Creek Township.
Mary Ann Sheets, the owner of the South Creek property, said she can “heat this place with a match.”
Oliver has as many as seven projects in the works for
the year ahead, including one in Mansfield and another
in east Troy.
Barn-Livin’ utilizes a post-frame construction, which
features columns 8-feet-on-center on concrete column
piers with a slab-on-grade, stamped concrete pad complete with built-in radiant heat. Oliver said the radiant
heat, combined with a hydro foam insulation system

and granular material compacted under the pad, helps
prevent the accumulation of moisture and any heaving
from frost.
Foam insulation is utilized throughout the structure
to keep it “tight” and more structurally sound, while the
post-frame construction helps the home better handle
high winds or potential seismic activity, according to
Oliver.
The homes are also sited with the sun’s movements in
mind.
“This is about southwest right here,” Oliver said,
pointing to a wall in her home. “So with this wall of
glass – the sun comes in around the winter time months
and it will hit that back door. The sun comes in, it warms
and is absorbed by the concrete because it is a darker
color. That also contributed to energy savings. Then, in
the summer time when the angle of the sun moves
north, it comes this way, so we don’t get the sun through
the windows so we don’t have excessive heat buildup. …
It’s not rocket science, either – it’s basic concepts that
you put together, but the key is attention to detail.”
Oliver, citing a 25-plus year career working in engineering, architecture and commercial construction,
said she has learned all about building frugally. And, as
a single mother of two who worked a second job designing homes to provide for her family, she very much
understands the blue collar budget.
The model home that Oliver lives in was created at a
cost of $65 per square foot, including appliances. Oliver
said her other projects stay below $100 per square foot
due to the fewer materials they use compared to traditional building, the local sourcing of these materials,
and a business model that takes the general contractor
out of the equation, which brings the home owner more
into the process.
Oliver added that with these homes typically taking
up a smaller footprint, there are tax savings as well.
“I figured there were a lot of people like me who were
accountable, did everything the government wanted us
to do, paid taxes, put our kids through school, paid for
braces, paid for smashed up cars, paid back our student
loans, and deserve something more than just the price
range that was out there for us, which was manufac-

tured housing, or getting something that wasn’t quite
what you wanted,” said Oliver.
Barn-Livin’ has always been oriented more toward
those looking for a more green, energy efficient option
when it comes to building a home. But Oliver said when
she first started the business, rebates like those she had
through the Energy Star program didn’t do too much to
cover the extra costs associated with this work.
Since then, she said these rebate programs have vastly improved, and now not only cover the costs of bringing a rater in to conduct the energy efficiency inspection, but also provide some extra money to the business
itself.
Rebates under the Pennsylvania Energy Efficient
New Homes Program are calculated based on a rating
that evaluates how much more energy efficient a home
is above a given threshold.
“The new homes program looks at when a builder
does a house, that the whole house is more energy efficient,” said Arblaster. “We encourage builders to pursue
higher energy efficiency, to have energy ratings and
monitor how energy efficient their homes can be, and
give them incentives for doing a great job.”
“Not only are you getting the bragging rights — a
third-party, independent eye is taking a look and making
sure the house is tight. We’re building to a known standard, and a recognized standard that is very reputable,”
Oliver added.
As her young business continues to grow, Oliver said
price is driving the change – much like it does with technology – although there continues to be some hurdles
along the way.
“If you veer off mainstream, it takes a while for the
rest of the industry to catch up,” said Oliver. “A big hurdle I’m dealing with right now are lending institutes.”
However, once she explains with documentation how
her process works, “banks see there is lower risk and
higher risk management.”
“It’s like anything else – if you try something new, it’s
going to come up against a lot of scrutiny. But we have 13
very successful projects out there, and six or seven possibly booked for this upcoming year, and that’s not bad for
a very small company.”

